
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 

The following questions have been submitted concerning Bid#161502, Paper Products & 
Cleaning Supplies for School Cafeterias. No addendum will be issued. All questions 
received have been answered, and are provided verbatim from what was received: 
 
BIDDER QUESTION#1:  I was wondering if you could give an estimate of when the first order will 
be placed.  
 

No, orders will be placed on an “as-needed” basis.  
 

BIDDER QUESTION#2:  How often will the Purchasing Office of the School District of Escambia 

County be placing an order (daily, weekly or monthly)?  

Orders will be placed on an “as-needed” basis. 

BIDDER QUESTION#3: Is there a minimum order amount, if yes, please specify the amount? 
 

No, there is not a minimum order.  
 

BIDDER QUESTION#4: What was the case count (liners per case) and case weight (lbs. per 
case) purchased for each of the garbage can liners, Items No. 73 & 74? Based on last year's 
ordering history, can you tell us about how often orders were placed for each size can liner and 
what was an approximate case order for each size. 
 

#73- 0702890- 20 gal, 33 x 40 black 250 per case. No weight listed but approximate weight 
of 17 lbs per case. We have only issued 16 cases this year. The last reorder was July 2014. 
 

#74- 0702920 & 0305215- 56 gal, 38 x 58 100 per case. No weight listed on case approximate 
weight of 21 lbs per case. Total order quantity of both ID#s 1500 cases about 6 to 8 orders  
per year. 
 

Can we call FedEx at our expense and pick up a sample of each can liner? 
 

No. 
 

BIDDER QUESTION#5: Can you please clarify the difference between bid item #31 and #32? 
Also, Item#32 refers to “Attachment A”, of which I don’t see as part of the bid documents. 
 

The only difference is the Food Services Logo is included in the specifications for Item#32. 
 

Attachment A – Diagram of the Food Services Logo is on the last page of the bid document. 
 

BIDDER QUESTION#6: Can you please clarify the ParPaK item specified for bid item #41? The 
bid specifies ParPak 29822, which is a 4 oz. container. The bid description is for a 5 oz. container, 
which would be ParPak 29829.  
 
Correct. Please provide pricing using ParPak 29829, 5 oz. container. We will update the 
specifications on the next bid. 


